distress color palette labels
print on full label sheet
perfect for labeling distress stain & distress paint caps
use with .75" circle punch

tattered rose  spun sugar  worn lipstick  picked raspberry  abandoned coral  barn door  festive berries

candied apple  fired brick  aged mahogany  dried marigold  spiced marmalade  carved pumpkin  ripe persimmon

rusty hinge  wild honey  scattered straw  squeezed lemonade  mustard seed  fossilized amber  shabby shutters

crushed olive  twisted citron  mowed lawn  bundled sage  peeled paint  forest moss  cracked pistachio

evergreen bough  lucky clover  pine needles  peacock feathers  tumbled glass  broken china  mermaid lagoon

iced spruce  speckled egg  weathered wood  stormy sky  salty ocean  faded jeans  blueprint sketch

chipped sapphire  victorian velvet  milled lavender  shaded lilac  wilted violet  seedless preserves  dusty concord

antique linen  old paper  frayed burlap  tea dye  brushed corduroy  vintage photo  gathered twigs